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UNILAB 
Digital Tensile Strength Tester 

INTRODUCTION 
‘UniLab’ Tensile Testing Machines are designed for digitally testing and determining the tensile 
strength and elongation of textiles, Rubber, Plastic, yarn and many other products including fine 
aluminium, copper and Steel Wires, where bearing load fall within its maximum specified working 
range. It is basically based on constant rate of traverse (CRT) principle. 
The strength is determined in such a manner that the test specimen is held between two grips 
vertically arranged one below the other, and continuously tensile stressed until it brakes. At the same 
time the elongation of the specimen can be determined, i.e. the extension of the specimen held 
between the grips during the tensile test. 
DESCRIPTION 
‘UniLab’ Digital Tensile Testing machine are the outcome of sturdy and sophisticated construction, 
very simple and easy in operation. The base HOUSES THE DRIVE UNIT. The drive is affected by an 
electric motor whose torque is transmitted to the drive shaft via two intermediate step pulleys. By 
selecting the “V” belt on appropriate grooves, different, traverse speed can be obtained ranging from 
10mm/min or as required. At lower and upper limit position of the drive is automatically switched, off. 
The top frame is with the load cell assembly, a digital load indicator with zero adjustment and peak 
hold load buttons. 
FORCE MEASUREMENT 
Each of our Tensile Testing machine has digital load measuring, in order that both minimum and 
maximum loads can be read as accurately as possible. 
ELONGATION DETERMINATION 
The extension to which the test specimen is subjected during the tensile test is determined by 
measuring the changes in the distance between the gripping devices. For this purpose in digital 
model this is displayed in load monitor itself. 
GRIPPING DEVICE 
The ‘UniLab’ Digital Tensile Machine incorporates screw type finger tight grips, which allows 
convenient gripping and releasing flat specimens of up to 150 mm wide. 
Tech Data 
Capacity Of the tester   : 0-2500N (250 Kg) or 0-500kg/0-5000N 
Sensitivity    : 50 and 100gms 
Speed of the tester   : can be 50,100, 250 or 300mm per minute as required 
Minimum grip Separation  : 25mm 
Maximum grip Separation  : 750mm 
Motor     : ¼ hp, single phase 220v, 80rpm AC 
Power Consumption   : 1Kw 
Related Standards 
BS  -1610 
BSES  -1002-3 
ASTM  -E-4 
DIN  -5122/1        
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